
About the Technology
Areté’s Airborne Remote Optical Spotlight System (AROSS) addresses the Navy’s requirement
for an innovative sensor and measurement system able to obtain marine atmospheric and 
oceanographic variables, such as physical, chemical, optical,  geophysical, biological 
and acoustic, in 3-D space and time.  The sensor consists of a digital framing camera 
mounted in a Predator turret that is driven by a PC-based controller using measurements  
from an integrated GPS/Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU).  The digital imagery has a larger 
fi eld of view and wider dynamic range compared to video cameras currently used on 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs).  Imagery is recorded with multiple hard drives at framing 
rates of up to 8 Hz, much higher than necessary for most planned missions.  

AROSS successfully trades off unnecessary high framing rates for much improved spatial 
resolution. In addition, mounting the IMU directly on the camera in the turret instead of 
on the airframe improves pointing accuracy and enables quick, simple changes between 
mission packages.  The sensor and platform combine to create a unique test environment for 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) technology for future UAVs.  Areté’s
received a contract to design and construct its AROSS to provide a state-of-the-art electro-
optic imaging system for experimental use on the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) Center
for Interdisciplinary Remotely Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) Pelican optionally 
piloted aircraft.

Military and Commercial Signifi cance
AROSS demonstrates that digital sensor payload can exploit image-processing software 
coded from advanced physics-based algorithms.  The technology has been shown to be 
effective in targeting with a < 3 meter spherical error of probability from a 3 kilometer 
stand-off in geo-location of stationary obstacles, and detecting the presence and estimating
the state vector of moving objects.  AROSS is useful in battlespace preparation through
hydrographic and topographic characterization of various beach and underwater environments, 
including production of maps of water depths, currents, and surf zone characteristics. 

APPLICATIONS
➤ NPS CIRPAS Pelican aircraft - Electro-optic 
 imaging system

➤ ONR - Littoral Remote Sensing Program, Fleet
 Battle Experiment Hotel, Kernel Blitz, Near
 Shore Canyon Experiment, Tactical Littoral  
 Sensing Program

➤ Naval Research Laboratory/DARPA Strategic  
 Technology Offi ce Direct Geo-Referencing 
 Algorithm Study

➤  NAVSEA: Littoral and Mine Warfare - Coastal  
 Battlefi eld Reconnaissance and Analysis System

About the Company
Areté Associates has developed a variety of sensor systems for
critical applications for Navy and DoD.  The AROSS program
led to the development of unique value-added algorithms that
exploit space/time image-data-gathering and several transitions
to operational use for military ISR.  The AROSS SBIR contract
was the springboard for a sustained, multi-million-dollar ISR
thrust aimed at UAV sensor payload, which resulted in new 
technology and core competencies, and the application of 
proprietary space/time processing algorithms for sensor systems
on non-UAV-platforms.  Today, Areté is a markedly different 
company, in part because of the SBIR program.
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